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INGLÉS 7° BÁSICO 

GUÍA DE APRENDIZAJE REMOTO N°1 

 

Name:____________________________Grade:________Date:______________ 

I. Objetivos 

1. Leer y comprender textos narrativos sobre predicciones futuras.  

2. Identificar estructuras verbales para hablar sobre predicciones 

futuras. 

3. Escribir predicciones futuras utilizando vocabulario y tiempos 

verbales adecuados.  

*Importante: Imprimir esta guía no es obligatorio, puedes hacer solo el 

desarrollo en tu cuaderno de inglés, lo importante es que hagas los 

ejercicios de esta guía que será revisada en clases cuando volvamos. 

 

I. Read the text about future predictions 

 

What life will be like in 2116 

A new report shows what life might be like in 100 years from now. It describes skyscrapers 
that are much taller than today's buildings, underwater 'bubble' cities, and holidays in 
space. The report is from Samsung's SmartThings. It asked experts on space, 
architecture, and city planners to give their ideas on life in 2116. They said the way we 
live, work and play will be totally different to how we do these things today. The experts 
said that 25 years ago, people could not imagine how the Internet and smartphones would 
change our lives. The Internet has revolutionised the way we communicate, learn and do 
daily things. The experts said the changes in the next century would be even more 
unbelievable. 

Researchers questioned 2,000 adults about the predictions they thought were most likely 

to happen in the future. They predicted that in the future, few people will go to an office but 

will work from home and have virtual work meetings. People will have advanced 3D 

printers that will let you download a design for furniture or a food recipe and then 'print' the 

sofa, table or pizza at home. There will also be less need for visits to the doctor. We will all 

have a home health capsule that will tell us what the problem is and give us treatment. We 

will also be going into space for holidays and to get resources that we have used up on 

Earth. A prediction that was missing was whether people would still need to study English. 
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1. TRUE / FALSE: Read the headline. Guess if  a-h  below are true (T) or false (F). 

a. Buildings in the future will be shorter than today's buildings. T / F 
b. Experts say people will be living in underwater cities. T / F 
c. The report is from the tech company Apple. T / F 
d. Experts say the changes to come by 2116 will be unbelievable. T / F 
e. Researchers asked 20,000 people about the future. T / F 
f. People will be able to print download and print pizzas. T / F 
g. People won't need to go to the doctor as much as they do now. T / F 
h. People predicted that we will still need to study English. T / F 
 

2. SYNONYM MATCH: Match the following synonyms from the article. 

1. report a. futuristic 
2. experts b. completely 
3. totally c. transformed 
4. revolutionised d. finished 
5. unbelievable e. study 
6. questioned f. plan 
7. advanced g. specialists 
8. design h. medical care 
9. treatment i. asked 
10. used up j. incredible 
 

3. PHRASE MATCH:  (Sometimes more than one choice is possible.) 

1. what life might be like a. way we communicate 
2. the way we live, work and play will b. likely to happen 
3. people could not c. even more 

unbelievable 
4. The Internet has revolutionised the d. design 
5. changes in the next century would be e. to study English 
6. predictions they thought were most f. imagine how 
7. 3D g. be totally different 
8. download a h. printers 
9. tell us what the problem is and give i. in 100 years from now 
10. people would still need j. us treatment 
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4. Answer the questions about the text.  

 

1. Where wlll the bubble cities in the future be? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 
2. What company made the report? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 
3. What kind of planners gave their ideas on life in 2116? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 
4. What could we not have imagined 25 years ago about the Internet? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 
5. What did the experts say the changes in the next century would be? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 
6. How many people did the researchers question? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 
7. What kind of meetings will we have at work in the future? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 
8. Who will people need to visit less in the future? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 
9. Where will we be going to on holiday? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 
10.  What language did people not make a prediction about? 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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                              Future simple tense (will) 

 

Affirmative: I will read (I'll read), (Yo leeré) He will come (He'll come) (El vendrá) 

 
Negative: I will not read (I won't read) (Yo no leeré),  
He will not come (He won't come) (El no vendrá) 
 
Questions: Will you read? (¿Tu leerás?) 
 
Negative questions: Will you not come? (Won't you come?) (¿Tu no vendrás?) 
 
Use 

The future simple tense is used: 
 
1. For general intentions (to talk about things someone will probably do). 

• He will change his job. 

• We'll travel abroad.} 

• I will not need it. 

• They won't change the telephone number 

• Will you take the exam? 
 

2. For predictions or opinions (we suppose that something will or will not happen). 

• It will snow in winter. 

• The horse will not win. 

• It is typically used with verbs or adverbs such as think, be sure, hope, believe, suppose, 
perhaps, possibly, probably, surely. 

• They'll probably study at university. 
I don't think she'll accept it. 

 

3. For a decision or an offer made at the moment of speaking. 

• Can I walk you home? - No, thank you. I'll take a taxi. 

• Please, tell Peter about it. - O.K. I'll call him. 

• But: I am going to call Peter. Do you want me to say hello to him?  
 

 To clarify more the futures simple watch this video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gZ8GYVYTnHk 

And do the exercises on this website: 

https://agendaweb.org/verbs/future-will-exercises.html 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gZ8GYVYTnHk
https://agendaweb.org/verbs/future-will-exercises.html
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